Common molecular scaffold for two unrelated RGD molecules.
The sequence arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD) is important for recognition of cell adhesion proteins by cell surface receptors (integrins). This tripeptide sequence is present in a number of proteins including fibronectin, vitronectin, von Willebrand factor and fibrinogen. Specific and selective binding of the RGD sequence by different receptors suggests that the conformational orientation of the tripeptide is critical for stereochemical recognition. The crystal structures of two proteins that contain the RGD signal were determined: (i) the cell-binding type III module of fibronectin (FNIII10) and (ii) an anti-receptor antibody fragment (OPG2) that is a functional RGD ligand mimic with an RYD recognition site in the variable (VH) domain. Both of these modules are folded into beta-barrels with two layers of antiparallel beta-sheets enclosing a hydrophobic core. Since these molecules each contain the RGD (RYD) sequence, there is a unique opportunity for direct structural comparison. The comparison has defined a common molecular scaffold in these two unrelated molecules. Within this framework, the RGD (RYD) sites are located in structurally related loops in the two modules, i.e. at one end of the scaffold in a long loop connecting the last two strands in one of the beta-sheets. This shared scaffold is used for the stereochemical presentation of the RGD site for receptor recognition.